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An absolutely lovely experience that illustrates why VR is a boundless medium full of potential. Simple, graphically rich,
phenomenal message, inspirational, bite-sized and well worth the journey.. Game: Highschool Possession
Genre: Visual Novel
Developer/Publisher: Dharker Studio
System: Steam (PC)
Total Score: 69/100
Value Score: 6.9/10

• Story: 7/10
• Characters: 7/10
• GamePlay: 7/10
• Graphics: 8/10
• Sound: 5/10
• Music: 7/10
• Length: 4/10
• Replay Value: 7/10
• Player Value: 7/10

Pros
+Multiple Endings (4 known endings) and multiple choices/routes for story
+Gallery mode which shows you CG

Cons
-Very Short
-Game is censored, a uncensored patch is available for separate download. This game's pretty simple to learn and fun to play
with people. A 2D battle with powerups and different planes to choose from based on your style.

Aside from that, it dose not need much spec requirements and file-size to run this game.

The game can be played competitively.. robocraft was updated and improved with infinity update. think Premium for Life time
is worth buying for this game. Many of the good critics you can see on this page are ironical...
The game has bad graphics , lots of bugs, no scenario, weird challenges and so on...

But the game still fun to me.

I bought it 2 bucks during the christmas sales and i dont regret it at all !

10 bucks is a bit expensive for this game but it will worth it if you love hunting games.. This game is amazing, we got it in the
Humble Monthly bundle and my 6 year old played it not stop it's hard but not overly so. It's got so many features, levels and
characters it's impressive the graphics may be simple but the game play has a lot of depth... We skipped most of the apples :),
still had a blast though, well worth picking up if you like a good classic platformer that has Jet Set Willy looks but gameplay on
par with modern platformers.. I like puzzle games, but this is just tedious path finding. I got bored after just the first few levels.
Looking round the edge of each block to see where you can move next is not interesting. Just dull.. Awesome inovative game!
Game appears difficult at first but I feel it is because their are no other games like it. When I got used to game mechanics I had
alot of fun playing this game!
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Project Rhombus is a great game that syncs music to the beat. I never got bored of it out of my 5 hours of playing it and it is
because the game is super addictive. ANd the more you play the more enjoyable it gets because you can play with the whole
song and not lose. I have gotten 60.01 seconds on Hard mode and unlocked expert mode. I cried when I played expert mode
because it is so fantastic. It stunned me. I also was able to react faster than I thought possible. The game also has enough settings
to change to your need from having a solid background to changing the SFX and Music seperatly. This game is the most fun you
can have with headphones or even without, and it is worth your time.

I loved this game and will continue to love it. And I think you will to.. Good even though it's short, and somewhat lacking. It's
really good. It would be cool if they kept updating this to have more comics.. Best community like the league community, only
salt and cancer. Challenging platformer that deserves to be played. The art is fantastic. Platforming is fun and responsive.

Some levels can be brutal. The boss fight in level 10 is quite fun to play out. Really liking the game so far.. Well that was
interesting, a nice little lovecraftian game that didn't stink. Fairly immersive to a point, and a couple of interesting twists.
Definitely in the adventure category as it mostly consists of finding and using items, definitely an item hunt. I do have to say
there were a very few points where what you were supposed to do or where to go next was a little obscure, and a couple of the
item orders will have you scratching your head at the lack of realistic logical setup. Without giving anything away I'll just say
that it seems like an awful lot of trouble for cultists to go to every time they want to open their secret entrance

It has pretty good atmosphere, and it made me jump a few times. After a while though you get used to the rules of the chase and
it looses a ltittle of it's tension. The first person is very smooth, although crossing narrow boards, or jumping gaps is a bit clunky
at times (not that it really matters as checkpoints are plentiful). The graphics are superb as one would expect from someone
using cryengine. The music is suitably atmsophereic, although what really made me most tense were the occassional periods of
absolute silence. On sound I have to say it went a tiny bit extra. In the woods, you hear twigs cracking that you didn't step on
letting you know that you aren't alone out there. Animals sometimes go silent around threat. Large bushes swish when you go
through them. Nice little touches. I didn't notice any glaring graphical or technical issues, and overall it was fun. A tad short,
taking me 5,7 hours, so expect 4-6 depending on how much sightseeing you do.

If I had any real complaint about it, it would be the font size of the readables. Anyone with bad eyes not sitting within 6-8 inches
of the monitor will be lucky to be able to read any of it.

Overall, I quite enjoyed it. On a scale of 1 to 10 (Amnesia being my 10) I'd give it a 7.5
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